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Doors to our Lives

Bright Love 

Beach it Up!

I'm always amazed at what a new door can do.
It introduces your home, your life and exactly
who you are. Does it say fun or classic?
Formal or opulent? Live life as you see fit. A
door expresses who you are and celebrates
your style. Don't underestimate the entry to
your world. Invite an open greeting with the
front door, and express your welcome voice.

Bathrooms come in all shapes and
sizes. The hot trend is still white for
bathrooms. Shades of white are
sparkly clean, reflecting sunshine,
leaving a feeling of rejuvination. This
virgin canvas can be accented with a
splash of color.  Everyone feels healthy
and happy to recast their morning with
a little brightness.

There is something mystical and revitalizing
about the beach. Maybe it's just me, but I
breathe better here. Sun, play, sand, and
swim. Relaxing, balmy vacations come to
mind! Create your getaway in the everyday!
Remodel your dreams into reality and
express the feelings of what you love and
places that inspire you!

Dawn
tm



Multiple textures are key to creating
interesting spaces. Brighten up the
dark old baths of the 70's and 80's. 
 Some bits of shiny, some wood grain
and a portion of matte finishes blend
for an outstanding refreshed bathroom
of new colors and shapes. Liven up the
cracked tiles with quartz counters,
remove the old outdated tub and
construct a dramatic shower for your
guest bathroom. Finish it off with a
furniture-style vanity that screams
classy. You deserve to live in beauty
that inspires you every day.

Bath Texture

Light yourself Up!

Simplify to Magnify

Lighting is a key component in our home's
personality. It speaks volumes, creating mood
and ambiance. When there's great light in
your bathroom life feels better, more in
control, illuminating whats important-you! 
 You can see yourself clearly - the details of
beauty appear! You are truly gorgeous! To
renovate with ease, always think ahead with
your lighting needs Ms. Woman builder.

To clean out and reduce our overly cluttered
world requires evaluating what's important.
It starts right here in your home. Don't be
afraid to get your bathroom up to date and
refreshed. Simple beautiful lines, clean
design, crisp fresh visions for our first
morning feeling of clarity and vigor to go
forth wildly energetic with your day!



What makes you
Happy?

The featured tool this month is the
sawzall. I'm crazy for this lime
green demo cordless small
machine. It's my muscle and brawn
when I'm out of gas. It can cut
through anything! (With the right
blade of course). It's a must-have
for some healthy DIY demolition
ladies. The sawmill is so easy to
handle and not too heavy, getting
the teardown done in no time flat!
"Even" a woman can handle this
tool! No guy needed.

Get your Bathroom
Remodel Checklist for
FREE?  Download Now

I'll tell you what makes me and most others
happy...it's freedom. Freedom to create the
home you love with the family you love, and
give back to others through appreciation and
gratitude. Lastly it's to make a difference in
this world! Now let's go out and embrace the
change of renovation and renewal so that we
LOVE the home we live in! 

Where Do I Start?

My favorite Tools
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I want it 


